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Electrical and optical properties of silicon microscale wire (SiMW) solar cells were investigated.

Diverse designs were applied for SiMW geometries as light absorbers. Finite-difference time-

domain simulation shows a focused optical field in the wires inducing an optical absorption

enhancement in SiMW solar cells. SiMW solar cells provided remarkably higher Voc values

(0.597-0.61 V) than that of the planar solar cell (0.587 V). As for the electrical aspects, the position

of the space charge region in a SiMW directly affects the carrier collection efficiency according to

the SiMW diameter and significantly modulates the photogenerated-currents and voltages in solar

cells. VC 2013 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4804581]

Si is a dominant solar material; it has a low toxicity and

is the second most abundant element in the earth, giving the

opportunity for its use in low-cost photovoltaics for large-

scale deployment.1,2 However, the inherent limit of Si is that

it has an indirect band gap of 1.1 eV resulting in limited

optical absorption.3

In terms of the optical aspect, an efficient front surface

design, where the incident light comes in, is crucially impor-

tant to the performance of photon absorption.1,4,5 Lambertian

light trapping can be attained when the light active surface is

ideally rough to extend the optical path length with a reduced

material quantity.6–8 Various approaches have been applied

to improve the incident light utilization in a Si absorber

using textured structures, periodic gratings, photonic crys-

tals, and nanostructure-arrays.6,9–11

Another important issue is that the electrical design be

performed to allow for an effective collecting scheme for

photogenerated carriers. Otherwise, the photogenerated car-

riers will fade away by recombination, resulting in the loss of

photovoltaic effects.8–12 This is a typical reason for the

degraded efficiency13–19 of artificially patterned Si solar cells

compared to that of conventional textured Si.20 Surface

enlargement is an identical advantage of nanostructures bear-

ing the potential for improved solar cell performance; how-

ever, this simultaneously increases the surface recombination

process, hindering the improved performance of the patterned

light absorbers.20 And thus, the effect of defect tolerance can-

not be realized in wire-arrayed solar cells.7

A productive solar cell should efficiently convert the op-

tical benefit obtained from the light absorber to electric power

generation with little electrical loss.20 Although a number of

studies have focused on optical management, little attention

has been given to efficient collection scheme for photogener-

ated carriers in patterned light-absorbing structures. An

efficient solar cell should simultaneously considered both the

optical and the electrical aspects.1,20 For optical benefit, a

large optical path length is urgently required to keep the inci-

dent light for a longer period of time in the light absorber.7,21

However, a short collection length is absolutely necessary for

the effective collection of photogenerated-carriers, in order to

minimize the electrical loss caused by recombination.12

We herein present an effective design scheme of posi-

tioning a space charge region (SCR) in microscale patterned

Si wire solar cells. A strong electric field exists in SCR and

which provides a higher probability of photogenerated car-

riers than do other regions in the light-absorber. The spatial

distribution of the SCR directly controls the collection length

of the photogenerated-carriers in SiMW solar cells.

Four-different microscale SiMW structures were simulta-

neously fabricated on a 4 in., Chokralsky grown 500 lm-thick,

p-type (100) Si wafer having a resistivity of 1-10 X cm.

Photoresist (PR) patterns were formed on a Si substrate, which

worked as protective masks during the reactive ion etching.

By removing the PR masks, periodic SiMW structures were

achieved on a single wafer with identical depths of 2 lm.

For p-n junction formation, n-type doping was per-

formed both for a pillar structured Si wafer and for a flat Si

wafer. Phosphorous oxychloride (POCl3) as an n-type doping

source was driven into a furnace for 40 min at 800 �C. A buf-

fered hydrofluoric acid (5% HF) solution was used to remove

phosphosilicate glass (PSG). After that, a thin SiNx layer

was deposited by plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposi-

tion (PECVD, SNTEK). The SiNx-film passivates the n-type

doped emitter Si layer and also works as an anti-reflection

coating. All samples were tailored to a size 3.2� 3.2 cm2.

For the front and the rear metal contacts, Ag paste and Al

paste were screen-printed in advance for each device; after

this, a co-firing process was applied.

A field emission scanning electron microscope

(FESEM, FEI Sirion) was used to observe the Si structures.

Four-different Si absorbers (Fig. 1(a)) were simultaneously
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fabricated on an identical Si wafer as shown in Fig. 1(b).

Each SiMW structure had a different diameter and a period

at a fixed depth of about 2 lm. One geometric couple can be

made with SiMW-1 and SiMW-2. SiMW-1 has a diameter

of 2 lm with a 7 lm period. SiMW-2 has a similar diameter

of 2 lm with a smaller period of 4 lm. The other couple is

paired by SiMW-3 and SiMW-4, which have similar diame-

ters of 5 lm. However, there are different periods of 7 lm

for SiMW-3 and 10 lm for SiMW-4. These structural

changes are factors that modulate the spectral responses of

FIG. 1. Microscale patterned Si wafer.

(a) Four-different Si absorbers were designed

having different diameters and periods

at fixed depth, scale bars represent 10lm.

(b) A photograph of a 4 inch Si wafer having

SiMW patterns on four quadrants.

TABLE I. Geometric information and solar cell performances.

Sample

Diameter

[lm]

Period

[lm]

Efficiency

[%]

Voc

[V]

Jsc

[mA/cm2]

SiMW-1 2 7 15.8 0.599 35.0

SiMW-2 2 4 16.2 0.610 35.44

SiMW-3 5 7 15.8 0.597 35.4

SiMW-4 5 10 15.0 0.591 34.65

Planar Si N/A N/A 14.3 0.587 33.9

FIG. 2. FDTD simulation. (a) Schematic of modeling; Optical electric field distribution profiles through (b) a planar Si absorber and (c) SiMW absorbers.
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Si solar cells.6,9,22,23 The geometric information of SiMW

structures and solar cell performances are shown in Table I.

Real-space optical field distributions in SiMWs and in pla-

nar Si were investigated using finite-difference time-domain

(FDTD) method (Lumerical FDTD Solutions). A broad-band

pulse (wavelength 400-1100 nm) was used to simulate a plane

wave incident from the top; the polarization and propagation

directions of this wave were parallel to the x-axis and the

z-axis, respectively, as shown in Fig. 2(a), in which P, D, and

H stand for period, pillar diameter, and height, respectively.

For a short wavelength (k) of 440 nm, the incident light

exponentially decays from the surface due to the high

absorption coefficient of Si for short wavelengths as shown

in Fig. 2(b) for planar Si. This means that the incident light

is only effective at a thin depth of the Si absorber, resulting

in slight differences of incident light profile in SiMW struc-

tures (see Fig. 2(c)). However, a significantly different pro-

file was observed for a long wavelength of 800 nm. The

pillar structures drove guided-mode-excitation through the Si

body and formed a peak field distribution in the center of a

pillar. In addition, a smaller SiMW diameter of 2 lm

(SiMW-1 or SiMW-2) has a more intensive field distribution

between the SiMW center and the boundary than does a

larger pillar with a diameter of 5 lm (SiMW-3 or SiMW-4).

Under one-sun illumination (AM 1.5, 100 mW/cm2),

SiMW-2 provided the highest short-circuit current density

(Jsc) among the patterned SiMW absorbers as shown in Fig.

3(a), corresponding to the design rule of maximum current

when hole depth is equal to half of a period.22,23 SiMW-2

exhibited a Jsc of 35.44 mA/cm2 and an open-circuit voltage

(Voc) of 0.610 V, giving a conversion efficiency (g) of 16.2%.

These results indicate significantly improved performance

compared to that of the reference cell, which showed an effi-

ciency of 14.3% with Jsc of 33.9 mA/cm2 and Voc of 0.587 V.

It is interesting to observe the effect of SiMW diameter.

Smaller diameter (2 lm) SiMW arrays (SiMW-1 and SiMW-

2) showed a stronger field intensity inside a SiMW geometry

than the field intensity of larger diameter (5 lm) SiMW arrays

(SiMW-3 and SiMW-4). This clearly improved the Jsc in

SiMW-2 solar cell compared to that of SiMW-3 or SiMW-4

solar cell. However, SiMW-1 has a lower Jsc (35 mA/cm2)

than that of SiMW-3 (35.4 mA/cm2) due to the sparse distri-

bution of wire-arrays along the period.

For further investigation, we performed internal quan-

tum efficiencies (IQEs) for SiMW solar cells and for a planar

(reference) device, as shown in Figs. 3(b) and 3(c). The

collection probability of photogenerated carriers is a function

of the effective utilization of the incident light inside a light-

absorber, which directly affects the photogenerated current.

The red light region (around 650 nm) is the most impor-

tant wavelength for a Si absorber.8 At the corresponding

wavelength, the IQE of SiMW-2 was measured and found to

be 98.67% as shown in Fig. 3(b). This is a higher value than

that of 95.72% for a flat Si, which is a distinctive result for a

nanostructured Si absorber,20 indicating a relieved burden of

recombination loss in the microscale Si absorber.

The relative IQE values of Fig. 3(c) clearly represent the

collection efficiencies of SiMW solar cells comparing to that

of a planar device. For long wavelengths (above 700 nm), a

clearly improved IQE value was obtained from all SiMW

devices compared to that of the planar cell (Fig. 3(c)). At a

wavelength of 1100 nm, a substantial IQE enhancement of

289% was obtained using the SiMW-2 device from the refer-

ence cell as shown in Fig. 3(c).

At a short wavelength at 400 nm, however, a reduction

of the IQE value was obtained from the smaller SiMW diam-

eter (2 lm) solar cells. SiMW-1 has only 68.5% and SiMW-

2 has 73% of the IQE value of the reference. For comparison,

SiMWs having a larger diameter (5 lm) showed enhanced

IQE values of 107% (SiMW-3) and 115% (SiMW-4). These

results strongly show the co-existence of the optical benefit

and the electrical concern according to the surface enhance-

ment in a light absorber. The array structures easily provide

a high cross-sectional surface; this surface definitely
FIG. 3. Solar cell performances (a) under one sun illumination. (b) IQE

profiles. (c) Relative IQE values of SiMWs compared to that of a planar Si.
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contributes to the optical enhancement. However, the pat-

terning process almost always accompanies with surface

defects, causing a recombination problem13,20 that deterio-

rates the photogenerated-carrier collection. This is consid-

ered a controversial issue in realizing good defect tolerance

for wire arrays.7 In our results, 5 lm-diameter SiMWs show

that the optical benefit surpasses the surface recombined

electrical loss, resulting in an increased IQE. However, at

short wavelengths, the surface recombination dominates the

overall IQE performance for 2 lm-diameter SiMWs, nullify-

ing the optical enhancement according to the reduction of

carrier collection efficiency. The surface recombination phe-

nomenon is prominent for short wavelengths since the inci-

dent light decays at the thin depth of the Si absorbers (Fig.

2), where there is a heavily n-doped Si emitter region.

To determine the emitter depth from the SIMS profile,

the n-doping concentration value was found at a point of

doping density (1018/cm3) 100 times higher than that of the

p-doped Si base (1016/cm3) as shown in Fig. 4. According to

this, the emitter depth was obtained to be 270 nm. When the

carrier concentration is greater than 1017/cm3 (Ref. 24) or

1018/cm3 (Ref. 20), Auger recombination also affects the col-

lection efficiency.

We have performed low-voltage SEM (LVSEM) analysis

to investigate the regional junction in the SiMW structure. An

LVSEM image enables us to clarify the junction formation

inside the SiMW as shown in Fig. 4(b). A heavily doped

n-type emitter layer was clearly observed, adjacent to a p-type

Si base. A 70 nm SiNx film is sitting on a Si absorber.

Considering an ideal p-n junction, a space charge region

(also called a depletion region) is formed, resulting in the free-

ing of majority carriers. The total depletion width (W) is the

sum of Wp into the p-side and Wn into the n-side. Due to the

doping concentration of the n-side (1018/cm3), which is two

orders of magnitude higher than that of the p-side (1016/cm3),

the most space charge region (99%) deploys into the p-base Si

base as presented in Fig. 4(c). The depletion width in the p-n

junction can be obtained according to the following equation:

W ¼ ð2e0erVb=qNaÞ
1=2; (1)

where e0, er, Vb, q, and Na are the permittivity of vacuum,

dielectric constant, built-in potential, quantity of electric

charge, and acceptor doping density, respectively.

The built-in potential (Vb) can be calculated by

Vb ¼ ðkT=eÞ ln ðNaNd=ni
2Þ; (2)

where k, T, e, Na, Nd, and ni are the Boltzman constant, elec-

tron charge, temperature, acceptor doping density, donor

doping density, and the intrinsic carrier density, respectively.

By calculation, we extracted a value of Vb of 0.816 V, and

thus the depletion width is obtained and found to be 328 nm.

The reference values of Jsc (33.9 mA/cm2) and Voc

(0.587 V) are very close to the values determined using the

modeling calculations.12 This strongly suggests that the

depletion region was formed inside the n-emitter/p-base

junction, indicating a little concern about the recombination

in SCR. This enables us to ignore the problem of the density

of recombination centers in the quasi-neutral region.12

All core/shell structured SiMW solar cells provided

improved Jsc values (35-35.44 mA/cm2); these values are

comparable to those determined using the modeling calcula-

tions.12 Although the Jsc improvements were achieved using

SiMW absorbers, the surface-defects induced recombination

loss and diminished the Jsc boosting effect of the core/shell

SiMW solar cells, especially for short wavelengths, as previ-

ously stated in the IQE profiles.

Despite the only slightly increased Jsc values, our

SiMW solar cells provided remarkably higher Voc values

FIG. 4. Junction profiles. (a) SIMS profile of

n-doping concentration. (b) a LVSEM image

showing n-p junction with a SiNx coating

layer. (c) Schematic of junction formation

inside a SiMW absorber. Note that the sche-

matic is not drawn to scale.
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(0.597-0.61 V) than that of the planar solar cell (0.587 V);

these are distinctive results for the modeling expectations.12

The variation of Voc strongly depends on the trap density in

an SCR. When the depletion region is fairly well formed,

the value of Voc is relatively high, regardless of the quality

of the quasi-neutral region. For radial n/p structures, the

value of Voc typically tends to decrease as the junction area

increases due to the recombination problem in the depletion

region.12

A distinctive result is obtained in our radial n-emitter

shell/p-base core SiMW solar cells. The substantially

enhanced value of Voc, which is due to the SiMW structure,

can be explained by the position of an SCR in the Si absorb-

ers. Each SiMW has a different diameter, giving variations

in the distance between the SCR and the center of the

SiMW; this circumstance is directly related to the carrier col-

lection length. From the FDTD simulation, the peak wave-

guide mode is generated in the center of the SiMWs. This

suggests that the most photogenerated carriers are initially

produced along the center position. Due to the different

diameters of the SiMWs, each SiMW solar cell has a differ-

ent collection length of the photogenerated minority carriers.

In summary, the SiMW structure is effective to produce

a focused electric field in a wire center. A smaller diameter

(2 lm) SiMW has a stronger electric field between the bound-

ary and the wire center than does a larger diameter (5 lm)

SiMW, resulting in an improved solar cell performance.

All SiMWs substantially increased the IQE values of a

planar substrate for long wavelengths. A smaller diameter

SiMW has a shorter collection length for photogenerated car-

riers resulting in improved overall conversion efficiencies.

A SCR has a higher collection probability than that of

other regions in a Si absorber. As for electrical aspects, the

position of the SCR in a SiMW directly affects the collection

length according to the diameter and significantly modulates

the photogenerated-currents and voltages. This strongly sug-

gests an effective design of radial n/p structured Si solar cells

both for electrical and optical aspects.
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